The Sea of Faith Network in New Zealand maintains a Resource Centre of CDs, DVDs, and books. This material is made available as study material for loan to financial members. You should read and understand the section further below: How To Get Material from the Resource Centre

### Video DVDs

**D05** *Big Questions* Paul Davies and Phillip Adams. In The Beginning; The Creative Cosmos; The Riddle of Time; The Ghost in the Machine (Consciousness); The Theory of Everything; What Does It All Mean?; Speaker biographies

**More Big Questions** Paul Davies and Phillip Adams
Science and Truth; In Search of Eden; Are We Alone In The Universe; Does God Play Dice?; Einstein's Legacy; Cosmics Butterflies; Speaker Biographies

*(Note: the distribution of episodes on the discs requires that we regard this as a single large series.)*

**D11** *Buddhism*: Noel Cheer interviews Stephen Batchelor 2002; 4-part intro to Buddhism; Interview with the Dalai Lama 1996

**D21** *Christianity and Buddhism: Can they remain relevant to the 21st century.* A panel discussion with Lloyd Geering and Stephan Barchelor, chaired by Noel Cheer. (also available as an audio CD; see C17)

**D28** *Christianity in Change 1984 - Panel*: Ayer, Cook, Cupitt, Loades, Montefiore

**D29** *Democracy and Conservative Religion - The Case of Islam*: Zainal Abidin Bagir. (36 mins) same DVD as "Islamic Sacred Art"

**D22** *From The Big Bang to Evolution, The Real Genesis*. Lloyd Geering takes us through Cosmogenesis, Geogenesis, Biogenesis, Anthropogenesis

**D22a** *From The Big Bang to God: The Evolution of Thought*. Lloyd Geering. 4 Lectures, two disks, 210min.

**D06** *Genesis: a Living Conversation* 10 parts on 5 CDs

**D33** *History of Christianity*, Diarmid MacCulloch. Two disks , 6 episodes, 349 minutes

**D04** *History of Christianity* by Diarmid MacCulloch
The First Christianity; Catholicism; Orthodoxy; Reformation; Protestantism; God In The Dock (science and scepticism)

**D26** *How 'free' is Free Speech*: David Rutherford, Chief Human Rights Commissioner and Noel Cheer. (34 mins)


**D28** *Islamic Sacred Art* Dr Christopher Evan Longhurst (37 mins)
Same DVD as "Democracy and Conservative Religion"

**D25** *Jesus Fatwah*: Love Your Muslim Neighbor as Yourself. Living the Questions.

**D20** *Jesus: The Cold Case* Bryan Bruce 2011 (book also available, see below)

**D07** *Jesus: The Evidence* Ian Wilson1984

**D24** *Journey of the Universe* Brian Swimme

**D15** *Jung, Matter of Heart* – overview also a bio piece on Roger Bacon

**D19** *Jung, The Unconscious and Us* Lloyd Geering 2011 (request D19A: parts 1 and 2 or D19B: parts 3 and 4)

**D03** *Last Western Heretic*, Lloyd Geering

**D08** *Lives of Jesus* Mark Tully

**D02** *Living The Questions* Liberal Christianity 13-part series

**D17** *Matters of Dying*: Death on Request; Euthanasia; Dennis Potter's Last Interview

**D34** *Meeting of Minds*: Lloyd Geering and The Dalai Lama.


**D13** *Passing It On*: Valerie Grant at the 1995 Conference

**D16** *Power of Myth: Joseph Campbell* 6 part, 2 discs

**D27** *Saint Peter’s Basilica Complex (new)* Rome 1506–1667: Dr Christopher Evan Longhurst
Part 1 "The Basilica Complex" (56 mins) Part 2 "The Art" (1 hour 13 mins)

**D12** *Sea of Faith Conference 1996*: 23 minute sampler

**D01** *Sea of Faith* The foundational 1984 TV series

**D10** *Sea of Faith*: ABC “Compass” Documentary Timaru 2002

**D31** *Sistine Chapel, Human and Divine Interaction in Art’s Most Shining Glory* Dr Christopher Evan Longhurst
Part 1 Michaelangelo's Masterworks "The Ceiling and the Altar Wall" (41 mins) Part 2 "Sandro Botticelli, Domenico Ghirlandaio, Pietro Perugino, Cosimo Rosselli and Luca Signorelli "The Side Walls" (49 mins)

**D30** *Theology in Painting* Dr Christopher Evan Longhurst (47 mins)

**D29** *What Did Leonardo and Michelangelo Really Think of Women?* (31min)

**D28** *Renaissance Pictorial Radic传销 Acclaims the Feminine* (16 mins)

**D18** *Wisdom of The Dream*: Carl Jung
Audio Compact Disks: Conferences
(The scripts of many of these addresses and others may be found in the Documents section.)

2013 [due to a recording failure, there are no CDs. However papers are available in the Documents section]

2012 [due to a recording failure, there are no CDs. However papers are available in the Documents section]


C50  Keynote: Humanity at the Brink: Jeanette Fitzsimons
C51  Keynote: Is Economics Still a Branch of Moral Philosophy: Geoff Bertram
C52  Keynote: The Growth Delusion Bob Lloyd
C53  Keynote: Religion: Crisis, Conflict, Creativity and Compassion Val Webb
C54  Panel Discussion: Lloyd Geering, Hugh Thorpe, Val Webb, Jeanette Fitzsimons. Chair: Noel Cheer

2010 "Compassion and Crisis: Our Human Dilemma"

C13  Keynote: The Is/Ought Argument: Valerie Grant
C12  Keynote: Equality and Small Goodnesses: Kevin Clements
C14  Keynote Script: Population, Development & Quality of Life: Ian Pool
C10  Short Talks: Cunningham, Cooke, Geering
C11  Short Talks: Zwartz, Tiradhammo, Eusoff, Geering
C15  Panel Discussion chaired by Noel Cheer


C19  Keynote: Do We Need Jesus?: Lloyd Geering
C18  Keynote: Does Jesus Matter Any More?: David Boulton.
C20  Keynote: Who Needs Jesus? What value is a 1st-century Galilean holy man in today’s world? Greg Jenks
C21  Plenary: Jesus, Justice and Community: a Progressive Christian Perspective: Margaret Mayman
C23  Plenary: Who needs Jesus, when you’ve got drugs?: Doug Sellman
C22  Panel Discussion chaired by Noel Cheer

2008 "The Ecological Imperative: Is Tomorrow’s God Gaia?"

C24  Keynote: God, Gaia and Us: Moving Towards a New Form of Mysticism : Lloyd Geering
C25  Keynote: In Tomorrow’s Coliseum: Gaia or The Lions?: Carolyn King
C26  Keynote: Prophetic and Mystic Voices: Craig Potton
C33  Panel Discussion chaired by Noel Cheer

2007 "Retelling The Story"

C28  When Aslan Came Bounding In by Colin Gibson
C29  Jesus for the Non-Religious by John Shelby Spong
C27  Keynote: The Semantics of Story-Telling: A Secular Sermon for those "all at sea" in the Sea of Faith by Raymond Bradley


C31  After Religion — What? Don Cupitt
C05  After Disbelief: Remythologising and Spiritual Renewal David Tacey
C30  The Fatal Flaw in Religious Humanism and How to Avoid It Bill Cooke
C32  From ‘Supernatural’ to Natural Religion Lloyd Geering
C08  Panel Discussion chaired by Noel Cheer

2005 "What Makes Us Human — Dialogues With Art, Religion and Science"

C35  Panel Discussion: Hall, Mane-Wheoki, Kohn chaired by Noel Cheer

2004 [no tapes found]

2003 "Making War — Making Peace"

C01  The Meek are Getting Ready Derek Evans
C02  Parhaka and Sacred Peace Te Miringa Hohahia
C03  Muru me te Raupatu Maungarongo David Williams
C04  Panel Discussion: Cupitt, Geering, Batchelor chaired by Noel Cheer

2002 "Creative Uncertainty"

C39  The Bonfire of The Certainties, Panel Discussion with Don Cupitt, Lloyd Geering, Stephen Batchelor, chaired by Noel Cheer

2001 “You Make Community Makes You”

C49  Reshaping the Christian Culture which Shaped Us Lloyd Geering 2001

2000 "Beyond Belief"

C48  Allegiance to One’s Origins--The Consequences of Belief Michael King 2000
C47  Building An Alternative Future Jane Kelsey 1999
C46  An Ecological Faith For The Global Era Lloyd Geering 1999
1998 [no tapes found]

1997 "Faith on the Margins"
C43 Faith and Doubt on the Margins Lloyd Geering
C45 A Believer in Exile John Shelby Spong
C44 Panel Discussion: Geering, Spong, Charmaine Pountney chaired by Noel Cheer

1996 [no tapes found]

1995
C40 Perspectives on The Future Lloyd Geering
C41 Buddhist & Christian Faith in Dialogue: Geering, Abbot Vajiro chaired by Neville Glasgow
C42 Faith Journeys, Donovan,Holm, Harris, Calvert chaired by Geoff Robinson

1994 [no tapes found]

1993 [no tapes found]

Audio Compact Disks: Miscellaneous
C17 Cheer, Noel: chair of Can Christianity and Buddhism remain relevant to the 21st century? Panelists: Lloyd Geering and Stephen Batchelor; SATRS 2010 (also available as a video on DVD: see D21)
C06 Cupitt, Don: Religion After God 2006
C07 Geering, Lloyd: speeches at the 1967 "heresy" trial
C09 Geering, Lloyd: Myths as the truths we live by 2007
C16 Vosper, Greta: With or Without God Why the way we live is more important than what we believe. SATRS 2010
C34 Geering,Lloyd and others: Wrestling With God The book-launch event for his autobiography ay St Andrew's on The Terrace October 10, 2006

Audio Tapes: In time these will be replaced by Compact Disks
Unless noted, each numbered item is on a single tape.
A19 Age of Radical Change, An: Jan Schwass for Radio NZ interviewed Lloyd Geering at the 1983 international conference on Religious Studies
A61 Bible and Its Meaning for Society, The: (Parts 1 and 2) Spong and Rankin
A28 Censorship (a) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A17 Christianity and Credibility: A discussion chaired by Lloyd Geering with Wilf Malcom, John Murray, Jack Shallcrass and others.
A06 Conference (UK) 1988: BBC interview with Don Cupitt, also Kaleidoscope, BBC 1984
A11 Conference (UK) 1993: Address by Kulananda
A09 Conference (UK) 1993: addresses by Karen Armstrong and Hugh Dawes
A10 Conference (UK) 1993: An address by Don Cupitt and the discussion which followed.
A55 Creating The New Ethiic, (3 tapes)
A77 Cutting New Cloth - Women Challenge Faith - Connexions
A22 Dalai Lama, The: 1992 visit and 1996 visit
A28 Euthanasia (a) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A49 Existentialism, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A76 Exploring the Meaning of Life - Neville Glasgow
A04 Faith All At Sea: Don Cupitt and Keith Ward in dialogue on talkback radio BBC4, 1984
A53 First Testament, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A48 Four Prophets, The: Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A81 Future of the Church – Spong
A60 Gay Issue, The
A29 God and Cyberspace Noel Cheer 1999
A32 God and The New Physics: Lloyd Geering at St Andrew’s 1995, (2 tapes)
A08 God In Us: Collection of news items from the BBC concerning Anthony Freeman’s book God In Us
A58 Good and Evil, Lloyd Geering, (4 tapes)
A05 Heart Of The Matter, The: Extracts from BBC news and other programmes which discuss the 1992 programme The Sea Of Faith.
A54 Humanism, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A75 Jesus Reconsidered, Lloyd Geering, 1983 (2 tapes)
A15 Jesus Was A Jew: Lecture by a Liberal Jewish rabbi in St. Andrew’s, Wellington.
A79 Judas Iscariot - Spong
A51 Jung, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A78 Karl Popper and Marx and Marxism - BBC Study Tapes
A16 Life After Death: Panel discussion chaired by Sir John Marshall which includes Lloyd Geering and others.
A14 Lost For Love: (i) Don Cupitt on Stanley Spencer (ii) Ronald Eyre examines the debate on the Gnostic Gospels BBC 1991.
A52 Making The World We Live In, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A80  Mary Magdalene - Spong
A45  Modern Problem of God, The: Lloyd Geering, (4 tapes)
A57  Mystery Religion, Ancient and Modern, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A18  Mystery: A discussion chaired by Sir John Marshall, with Lloyd Geering, John Coleman and Peter Reid
A24  Nature and Role of Dissent In The Christian Church: Connexions, Don Cupitt, John Spong, Lloyd Geering
A56  Nuclear Age, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A28  Poverty (d) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A28  Protest (b) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A67  Religions: Paul Morris and Kim Hill, 2001 Judaism
A28  Religious Diversity (b) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A07  Rethinking Religion: Don Cupitt, Connexions 1991. (2 tapes)
A23  Sea of Faith in New Zealand: Connexions Oct 6, 1996
A63  Sea of Faith in New Zealand: Noel Cheer Apr 22, 2001
A29  Search for Certainty: Consciousness and Theories of Everything BBC
A13  Secular Ceremonies: "The Funeral", "The Wedding"
A12  Secular Ceremonies: Discussion on secular ceremonies, BBC 4, 1991
A28  Self-Defence (d) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A28  Sexual Morality, The State of (e) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A33  Speaking of God: Keith Ward and Stephen May
A62  Ten Commandments and The Definition of Women John Spong
A42  The Atom, The Self and God, Lloyd Geering, (4 tapes)
A28  The Eighth Day of Creation (can we modify humans?) (c) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A30  The Persistence of Faith: 1990 BBC Reith Lectures by Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, (3 tapes)
A01  Thirty Years of Honesty: (i) Eric James, "The Flowering of Honesty" (ii) Ruth Robinson, "Life Was Never The Same"
A02  Thirty Years of Honesty: (iii) John Bowden, "The Loss of Nerve" (iv) Ruth Etchells, "The Awful Truth"
A03  Thirty Years of Honesty: (v) Alan Race, "Truth is Many-Eyed". Also, selections on religion from BBC4
A20  Thos. Berry Tapes: "The Human Presence Within The Earth Community." (there are five tapes in the series).
A25  Tomorrow's Spirituality: Lloyd Geering
A27  Tomorrow's Spirituality: Neville Glasgow
A47  Towards Wholeness of Body and Soul, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)
A31  Unitarians / Krishnamurti
A59  Was Jesus Married?, John Spong
A28  Who Owns a Child? (c) (from the RNZ series "Conundrum")
A50  With Don Cupitt, Lloyd Geering, (3 tapes)

Books
B067  [many]: Vedanta (set of 7 booklets)
B183  Armstrong, Herbert Mystery of The Ages
B195  Armstrong, Karen: Islam
B194  Armstrong, Karen: On the Bible
B158  Armstrong, Karen: The Battle for God
B193  Armstrong, Karen: The Case for God
B213  Armstrong, Karen: The Spiral Staircase
B005  Baigent/Leigh/Lincoln: The Missing Legacy (1986)
B007  Baillie, John: Invitation to Pilgrimage (Pelican 1942/1960)
B211  Baron-Cohen: The Essential Difference: The Truth about the Male and Female Brain
B101  Barth, Karl: The Humanity of God (1963)
B256  Batchelor, Martine: Zen
B003  Batchelor, Stephen: Buddhism Without Beliefs
B210  Bauckham, Richard: Jesus and The Eyewitnesses
B181  Becket, Bernard Falling For Science – Asking The Big Questions
B226  Bernal: Michael God Is The Good We Do – Theology of Theophraxy
B123  Bernal, J.D.: The Extension of Man (physics before 1900)
B006  Belhge, Eberhard: Bonhoeffer, An Illustrated Introduction
B176  Bharat, Jacl and Sandy Mapping the Cosmos: An Introduction to God
B202  Blaklock, E.M. Layman’s Answer, An Examination of the New Theology
B009  Bliss, Kathleen: The Future of Religion (1969)
B255  Borg and Crossan: The Last Week
B249  Borg, Marcus: Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time
B248  Borg, Marcus: Reading the Bible again for the First Time
B151  Boulton, David: The Trouble with God
B196  Boulton, David: Who On Earth Was Jesus?
B011  Bowden, John: Jesus, The Unanswered Question (1988)
B231  Bowker, John ed: The Oxford Dictionary of World Religions
B012  Bowler, Peter: The True Believers (1986)
B100  Brown, Colin: Forty Years On (NZ Churches, 1941-1981)
How To Get Material from the Resource Centre

The SoF Resource Centre is at 34 Briarley St, Tauranga and is maintained by Suzi Thirlwall whose phone number is (07) 578-2775.

If you are a financial member of the Sea of Faith Network (NZ) you can order books, CDs and DVDs on these terms:

**CDs, DVDs and Books**

These are available only on loan. One CD, book, or DVD (or set) at a time. If your preferred choice is already out on loan, then you will be put on the reserved list (unless you ask otherwise).

**Buying Books**

This is a listing of book sellers with New Zealand that are known to stock books of interest to SoFN members.

**SATRS Books**

The St Andrews Trust For The Study Of Religion and Society (SATRS) offers books and tapes of lectures that they have presented and which have proved attractive to SoFN members.

We have an arrangement with SATRS that SoFN Group Leaders can buy bulk sets (6 or more) at wholesale rates.

Their website is at www.standrews.org.nz/satrs

**Epworth Books**

Epworth Books, 157B Karori Road, Marsden Village, Karori
Phone (04) 4763330
Fax (04) 4763320

**Unity Books**

Freephone 0800 4 UNITY or 0800 486 489
19 High Street, Auckland phone (09) 307 0731 email Auckland@unitybooks.co.nz
57 Willis Street, Wellington phone (04) 499 4245 email Wellington@unitybooks.co.nz